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NAME OF THE LEARNING OUTCOME

To Facilitate Social Innovation Incubation: Prompts, inspirations and diagnoses

DEFINITION LOU

SOCIAL INNOVATION INCUBATION FACILITATOR (EESII) is able to support people to recognize social innovation opportunities, being able to distinguish them and to organize
them with proper tools and suggestions, and to create new solution ideas adding social value.

EQF LEVEL

5

ECVET CREDITS

5 (100 hours)

ESII TRAINING COURSE HOURS

ON LINE COURSE

SELF LEARNING

2 hours

8 hours

Unit 1

EESII is able to analyze and diagnose social problems/issues.

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII classifies and describes different tools to make diagnosis of social
problems/issues/needs.

ESII applies different diagnoses tools autonomously.

ESII investigates and deduces causes of social problem/issue/needs behind symptoms.

ESII uses results of the diagnostic to plan solutions.

ESII
knows
tools
problems/issues/needs.

for

diagnosis

of

social

ESII recognizes the symptoms and causes of social
problem/issue/needs (e.g.: distinguishing racism VS
misunderstanding of different cultures, respectively
symptoms and causes of difficult cultural integration).
ESII understands the level and the sector of a social problem
impact (e.g. level: local/national/global;
sector: social/environmental/economic/political/etc.).

ESII classifies the level and sectors of action to address a specific social
problem/issue/need.

ESII acts autonomously in the decision of the level and sector of action in order to address a
social problem/issue/need (namely, taking decision whether considering a certain level and
sector rather than others).

Unit 2

EESII is able to define and recognize social innovation opportunities.

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII understands the process of social innovation, according
to the spiral of the open book of social innovation and other
relevant studies/definitions.

ESII explains and illustrates the steps of social innovation process to a social innovator
(using the spiral of the open book of social innovation).

ESII instructs to the social innovator about the social innovation process using the SI spiral.

ESII knows examples and case-studies of social innovation
best practices.

ESII provides examples and illustrates by examples using different case-studies of social
innovation practices/projects.

ESII advices social innovators using examples, case studies and best practices.

ESII identifies and recognizes tools and methods to stimulate
ideas with a social innovation potential.

ESII utilizes tools for the analysis of ideas’ potential to become social innovation
opportunities.

ESII assumes responsibility of identifying and choosing key factors for the identification of
opportunities, by taking decision whether considering a certain factor as the key one.

ESII describes effects and benefits of a social innovation idea
on the basis of social, economic and environmental points of
views and constraints.

ESII classifies and selects ideas having a potential as social innovation opportunities.

ESII instructs and advises social innovators on the recognition and selection process, by
splitting down potential effects and benefits on the basis of social, economic and
environmental points of views.

ESII defines the main features of a potential social
innovation idea related to IMPACT.

ESII infers the potential SOCIAL IMPACT OUTCOMES of the innovation idea proposed.

ESII applies Social Impact approach/perspective to identify a potential social innovation
idea.
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NAME OF THE LEARNING OUTCOME

To Facilitate Social Innovation Incubation: Proposal and ideas

DEFINITION LOU

SOCIAL INNOVATION INCUBATION FACILITATOR (EESII) is able to guide people/team to transform "a first vision of new solution ideas" into a proposal, defining the social value
proposition and describing the potential market.

EQF LEVEL

5

ECVET CREDITS

10 (200 hours)

ESII TRAINING COURSE HOURS

ON LINE COURSE

SELF LEARNING

4 hours

16 hours

Unit 1

EESII is able to create of Idea/Social value proposition.

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII defines Social Innovation and recognizes the social
value proposition. Why, what, how, what’s.

ESII provides a short explanation of the problem/needs of the social innovation and the
challenges/barriers identified.
ESII determines whether the social innovation is service or product and how it could be
applied.
ESII emphasizes/highlights the social innovations benefits.
ESII demonstrates/illustrates by examples the social value proposition.

ESII demonstrates, recognizes and expresses how social innovation solves a problem and
provides a solution. To have a clear idea of the first vision.
ESII establishes the product/service offering into business context with a clear direction
of the societal and financial gain.
ESII identifies and demonstrates the customer/user benefits of the social innovation.
ESII applies the social value proposition to the context of the proposal/project.

ESII explores whether the Social Innovation is a
product/service or both.
ESII identifies the customer benefits and what
customers/users of the social innovation can expect.
ESII understands the social value proposition.
Unit 2

EESII is able to develop team/key activities

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII explores the key activities in order to develop the
product/service and human resources required for the
project/service.
ESII identifies the support and skills required to deliver the
social Innovation.

ESII calculates and maps out the activities and human resources.
ESII
describes
in
detail
the
specific
role
partner/staff/contractor/technician/mentor could play in the project.

the

ESII builds a plan of key activities for the project and human resources required delivering
your Social Innovation.

ESII describes the method of smart and effective communication to build up the team and
extended team.

ESII builds a communication plan to identify and involve strategic and relevant
partners/staff/contractor/technician/mentor.

ESII defines an effective communication plan for the team.

that

Unit 3

EESII is able to Research, Identify and Analyze the market/your brand.

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII recognizes relevant marketing models with examples.
ESII has a detailed knowledge of the market and
competitors.
ESII understands the concept of branding, its significance
to the social innovation.

ESII uses different models and tools ( PESTEL/SWOT/PLUS additional P’s analysis) to the
Social Innovation project.
ESII examines the market and demonstrates how it will differentiate the Social Innovation
against the competitors.
ESII guides the social innovator in presenting the brand with reference to theoretical
framework models; customer participation, satisfaction and emotional intelligence.

ESII applies various marketing models to the Social Innovation.
ESII illustrates how the social innovation differentiates itself against competitors.
ESII
monitors
the
market
and
competitors.
ESII leads the brand strategy and future direction.

Unit 4

EESII is able to Profile the Social Innovation Enterprise.

Knowledge

Skills

Competences
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ESII identifies and defines the governance options.

ESII advices and guides the options to the Social Innovator.

NAME OF THE LEARNING OUTCOME

To Facilitate Social Innovation Incubation: Prototyping and pilots.

DEFINITION LOU

SOCIAL INNOVATION INCUBATION FACILITATOR (EESII) is able to support people in prototyping and testing the “social value proposal” with a very first at the viability and
feasibility of the project.

EQF LEVEL

5

ECVET CREDITS

15 (300 hours)

ESII TRAINING COURSE HOURS

ESII builds and develops the path of the social innovator.

ON LINE COURSE

SELF LEARNING

6 hours

24 hours

Unit 1

ESII is able to design and prototype different solutions

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII identifies basic service design tools such as personas, empathy map and customer
ESII analyzes and lists (prioritizing) which are the (few) must journey, in order to be able to develop the social business project in a customer
have problems and/or unaddressed social needs for each perspective.
customer segment.
ESII recognizes and describes the main frustrations in addressing the (targeted) social
ESII classifies the main pains affecting each customer need from the customer perspective.
segment in the current state of the art/market scenario.
ESII describes the main competitive strategies and assesses them from the customer
ESII recognizes the few distinctive competition paths that perspective (ex. Blue Ocean Strategy approach and marketing).
describe the market, being able to identify which drivers of
competition could be reduced and new ones to leverage on
for a distinctive value proposition positioning.
Unit 2

ESII is able to Set up a customer validation test.

Knowledge

Skills

ESII uses independently the service design approach and tools.
ESII independently assesses actual market failures in the quality and/or extent of current
solution on the supply side.
ESII drafts different potential competition strategy (in terms of product/service and value
proposition) and in evaluating their coherence with the targets, the must have problems and
the pains previously identified.

Competences

ESII recognizes the key points of the script for customer ESII conducts face to face interviews, use of digital tools to prepare online surveys
interviews, in order to validate must have problems and (Google forms, Survey Monkeys, etc.) and, in some cases, apply focus group techniques.
pains.
ESII collects and organizes data and builds graphs.
ESII understands - based on interviews and/or surveys
insights, regarding which solutions are currently adopted by ESII builds and manages a simple website, landing page, Facebook groups, etc...
the customers, which frustrations they envisage and thus
identify must have/nice to have features required for a ESII develops, monitors and refines a structured validation work plan.
MVP.
ESII prioritizes the riskiest assumptions to be tested and to design the most effective tests
ESII understands the concept of Minimum Viable Product to be performed.
and defines the basic (few) features of the first prototype.
ESII knows the most relevant prototyping/rapid prototyping
techniques.
ESII knows the principles of the Lean Startup Methodology,
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ESII identifies the best open-ended questions to bring out relevant insights about customer
perspective, without introducing personal/subjective bias (e.g. solution driven, self report
and/or question mistakes biases).
ESII infers relevant information from the interviewed answers, in particular identifying his/her
main gains and dreams about the best solution they expect is going to be launched to match
their (underserved) needs
ESII acts independently
1. to support the team in designing, building and continuously improve the very
first version of the service/product
2. to suggest to the social innovators tools and ready-to-use solutions
(software and hardware) to build their (or part of) MVP
3. to manage the very first customer relation and customer care
ESII leads and coordinates a team whose members manage different parts of the MVP which
are strictly interdependent.

in particular regarding how effectively use the Validation
Board to keep track of each test and continuously improve
the quality of experiments at each iteration of the
validation process.
Unit 3

ESII is able to Define metrics, KPI (key performance indicators) and SMART impact indicators

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII defines a set of few indicators to evaluate the test in ESII identifies and describes KPIs and their relative impact on the overall system/business ESII acts independently to develop the very first version of a consistent
terms of value proposition and solution effectiveness.
model.
management/business/impact control system to monitor the relevant dimensions of the
specific model to be tested on the market.
ESII understands which are the best minimum success ESII defines the few impact indicators to be monitored in order to assess the social value
criteria for each variable to be measured.
proposition; takes inspiration from other (real) social business cases in order to identify a ESII leads the process or impact model definition also on the basis of best practices and/or
set of potential impact indicators.
similar social innovation/social business cases.
ESII knows –basic level- Theory of Change and
SROI/GECES/EVPA frameworks to measure social impact.

Unit 4

ESII is able to Support test execution and data analysis

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII interprets datasets extrapolating insights about ESII uses ICT analytics or more complex tools (e.g. Campaign Monitor).
product, customer and business development.
ESII identifies any problem in the execution and/or in the
commitment of the team on the test phase.

ESII supervises a day-by-day monitoring of the results (in terms of customer satisfaction,
product/service performance and impact) and, on that evidence, to lead the persevering/fine
tune/pivot decision.
ESII monitors the capacity of each team member to be useful and timely in the execution of
the validation plan; identifies lack of commitment and/or technical skills and poor
collaboration among people.
ESII acts as a leader in motivating the team and its individual members, in particular in taking
some strategic decision.

Unit 5

ESII is able to Support test execution and data analysis

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII analyzes the results of the tests, being able to identify ESII refines some key elements of the business and impact model.
ESII monitors major changes needed in terms of customer profiling, product/service features,
what hypothesis have been fully validated and which not.
ESII designs efficient internal processes (Basic operations, logistics, manufacturing and value proposition, pricing and channels to develop a sound, profitable and scalable social
ESII recognizes the key validated learning and insight from service delivery).
business model.
the validation process.
ESII acts independently in:
ESII identifies the operations and key activities needed to
1. identifying core/non-core process and activities
deliver the value to the customer.
2. taking, making or buying decisions
3. designing the most efficient value chain
4. defining strategic partnership to be implemented
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NAME OF THE LEARNING OUTCOME

To Facilitate Social Innovation Incubation: Sustaining Social Innovation.

DEFINITION LOU

SOCIAL INNOVATION INCUBATION FACILITATOR (EESII can provide people with the resources required to sustain the viability of project, e.g. finance, people, networks, selling to
customers, the value proposition, etc.

EQF LEVEL

5

ECVET CREDITS

15 (300 hours)

ESII TRAINING COURSE HOURS

ON LINE COURSE

SELF LEARNING

6 hours

24 hours

Unit 1

ESII develops / refines the business model.

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII uses a Business Plan to continually understand how to
analyze and define the value to the customer of the social
innovation – Market Analysis / Marketing and Sales Strategy
(the value proposition and defining the unique selling point)
/ R&D / Operations & Staffing / Financial Planning - using
tools such as VRIN/VRIO, Value Chain, PESTLE, etc.

ESII analyzes, describes & defines the value of the social innovation to the customer
thereby ensuring ongoing sustainability.

ESII works with entrepreneurs to challenge them and to draw out details about customer,
product / service, revenue and business models, value offered, etc.

ESII understands how to research and define the market for
the social innovation, e.g. who are the competitors, who are
the customers, where are they located, how will the business
reach them (e.g. promotional and sales strategy).
ESII understands where gaps exist in society and how can
they be addressed.

ESII researches in order to identify & validate the potential market of the social
innovation.
ESII devises a targeted and cost effective marketing strategy and market access plan.
ESII uses the Strategy Canvas Model&Social Innovation Journey Methodology.

ESII guides entrepreneurs in realistically and robustly assessing market demand and
estimating potential market share.
ESII supports entrepreneurs to devise an appropriate marketing strategy to effectively
reach and persuade customers.

ESII knows different tools (Cashflow projections, P&L and
Balance Sheets) in order to understand the importance of a
solid revenue / business model.
ESII recognizes and emphasizes the importance of an
effective operational strategy for the social innovation, e.g.
management, staffing (including volunteers), processes,
premises, logistics, etc., required to operate the social
innovation; using tools such as VRIN/VRIO and Value Chain.

ESII identifies potential revenue models and cost issues and projects their impact on the
social enterprise.
ESII applies different tools: Break Even Analysis / ‘What-if’ Analysis / Scenario Planning/
Canvas Model/ One-Page Business Plans, etc.
ESII identifies the key Phases of Development of the business from concept to
commercialization.
ESII prepares an operational strategy to encompass the entire activities of the social
innovation (including analytical and management skills) possibly through the use of
tools such as VRIN/VRIO, Value Chain, Social Network Analysis and Communities of
Practice.

ESII applies a set of cashflow, profit and loss and balance sheet projections for business
start-up and financial planning as well as ongoing business management purposes.
ESII works with entrepreneurs to assess the requirements of different ‘audiences’ such as
grant bodies, financial institutions, business angels / private investors, etc..
ESII prepares an effective, robust logical and systematic plan for the operations of the
social innovation .

Unit 2

ESII plans a basic financial model or carries out an evaluation of their current financial model.

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII describes Business Plan components including Cashflow
Planning, P&L and Balance Sheet Development.
ESII analyzes and identifies potential revenues and also all
costs associated with developing of product or service
(including materials, labour, premises, promotions, logistics

ESII applies Financial literacy skills.
ESII applies potential revenue models (and related cost issues - and to project their
impact on the social enterprise).

ESII thinks through a process from beginning to end, to identify revenue pools and to cost
all variables encountered (start-up costs / sources of revenue and ongoing operational
costs and revenue models) and to understand how they can be viewed differently by banks,
grant awarding bodies, private investors (business angels), impact investors (social
business angels) .
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and management costs).
ESII knows Financial (Business) Planning Templates.
ESII recognizes and explains simple Business and Financial
Planning tools available to support financial modeling.

ESII applies different tools: Break Even Analysis / ‘What-if’ Analysis / Scenario Planning/
Canvas Model/ One-Page Business Plans, etc.
ESII recognizes market variables and the risk/reward profile taken by different
‘audiences’.

Unit 3

ESII defines the actions to be taken to sustain the social innovation.

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII emphasizes the financial and grant supports,
management
development
supports,
continuous
product/service innovation, regular customer feedback
(CRM), information sources on new and emerging trends in
the marketplace (including country-specific information and
supports).

ESII researches in order to define a sustain plan.
ESII develops networking to sustain the social innovation.

ESII provides various support mechanisms for application to the social innovation in
support of all stages from concept to commercialization.

ESII researches and identifies training and networking supports to the social innovation.

ESII provides training and networking mechanisms for application to the social innovation
in support of all stages from concept to commercialization.

ESII recognizes and explains training and networking
supports available to the social innovation (locally,
regionally, nationally and internationally).
ESII knows Stakeholder Theory and tools Stakeholder Power/
Interest Matrix.
ESII identifies key stakeholders, how they can benefit the
organization, how to engage them and how to maximize
their positive impact.
ESII identifies gaps in supports and source alternatives.

ESII uses regular stakeholder / mentoring meetings to set goals and evaluate progress
which can support social innovation.
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ESII applies financial accounting methods.
ESII prepares prudent cashflow projections based on market research, operational strategy
and revenue and cost projections.
ESII tests assumptions with alternative scenarios to establish levels of acceptable risk.
ESII assesses potential risk of a range of scenarios and applies the right financial model.
ESII uses different tools to prepare a robust plan which will bring the social innovation from
the concept stage right through to sustainable commercialization.

ESII develops a robust and effective relationship between the entrepreneur and key
stakeholders.
ESII challenges and support the entrepreneur to overcome obstacles.

NAME OF THE LEARNING OUTCOME

To Facilitate Social Innovation Incubation: Scaling & Diffusion of Social Innovation.

DEFINITION LOU

SOCIAL INNOVATION INCUBATION FACILITATOR (EESII) is able to support the social innovators to increase the impact of a social innovation so that it better matches the
magnitude of the social need or problem it seeks to address. The ESII guides the social innovators towards the existing approaches for scaling of their social innovation idea and
provides support in the process of its implementation.

EQF LEVEL

5

ECVET CREDITS

10 (200 hours)

ESII TRAINING COURSE HOURS

ON LINE COURSE

SELF LEARNING

4 hours

16 hours

Unit 1

EESII is able to help people to understand and choose between the different models for scaling such as: social franchising, licensing, affiliation, public-private partnership, etc.

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII understands the different models for scaling: social
franchising, licensing, affiliation, public-private partnership;
ESII knows examples of the application of the different scaling
models.

ESII describes the main specifics of each scaling model.
ESII determines the key elements and steps for the application of each model.

ESII informs the social innovator about the existing scaling models and supports him/ her
in the application of the most appropriate scaling model.

ESII identifies the relevant legislation to be observed according to the chosen model at
national and EU level.

ESII guides the social innovator towards the existing regulations/administrative rules to
be followed according to the chosen model at national and EU level.

ESII names responsible institutions to be addressed and
relevant specialists to be contacted for further consultations.

ESII provides information and contact lists with relevant specialists to further support
the social innovator – relevant institutions, legal advisors, other specific consultants to
identify the concrete specialists to be contacted depending on the specific case.

ESII directs the social innovator to the relevant specialist(s) to consult with.

Unit 2

EESII is able to help the social innovator to define a plan to scale social innovation.

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII knows and outlines the stages in the process of
elaboration of a scaling plan.

ESII formulates and informs the social innovator about the units a scaling plan must
consist of.

ESII guides the social innovator towards the concrete steps to be undertaken in the
process of elaboration of a scaling plan.

ESII emphasizes and explains the necessity for redefinition of
vision, mission, objectives, core of the innovation for the
purpose of scaling.

ESII applies methods to help the social innovator reflect on the vision, mission and
objectives in the context of scaling.

ESII supports the social innovator formulating the vision, mission and objectives in the
context of scaling of the social innovation.

ESII evaluates complexity of an innovation (to define what can be scaled and select the
subject(s) of scaling) and assesses its scalability and viability.

ESII supports the social innovator in performing the scalability check.

ESII defines the resources needed in the process of scaling of the innovation.

ESII guides the social innovator through the process of identifying resources needed for
scaling.

ESII has basic knowledge about national/European legal
framework relevant for the implementation of the models.

ESII recognizes and outlines the areas to be addressed during
the scalability check.
ESII names and lists the different types of resources needed for
scaling.
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Unit 3

EESII is able to help the social innovators to create and better utilize networks, relations with stakeholders, and partnerships.

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII knows and understands the main principles of networking.
ESII outlines the elements and steps for developing a
networking strategy.
ESII understands the different network approaches for
appealing to investors, donors, sponsors, charities,
foundations, etc.; for attracting volunteers.

ESII provides networking tips.
ESII develops networking strategy.

ESII advises the social innovator on appropriate behavior in the process of networking;
ESII guides the social innovator through the process of development of a networking.

ESII has basic knowledge of the main social media platforms
and explains their role in scaling process.

ESII identifies and explains the main differences between the social media platforms.
ESII recognizes the appropriate social media for the relevant context of scaling.
ESII gives examples of successful stories.
ESII explains the process of establishment of partnership.

ESII gives basic tips to the social innovator on the usage of social media and directs
him/her to the relevant specialist(s) for further consultations.

ESII knows the process of establishment of Partnership.
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ESII facilitates the social innovator in the process of partnership.

NAME OF THE LEARNING OUTCOME

To Facilitate Social Innovation Incubation.

DEFINITION LOU

To be able to facilitate the learning process, with social entrepreneurs/social innovators team, using different tools in order to increase his/her/their “effective action
capability” to build a sustainable and social impact project.

EQF LEVEL

5

ECVET CREDITS

5 (100 hours)

ESII TRAINING COURSE HOURS

ON LINE COURSE

SELF LEARNING

2 hours

8 hours

Unit 1

To understand in deep “social innovator”: to determine with social innovators their support needs, their real consciousness about the social need and their entrepreneurial
attitude.

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII describes “advisor process” approach, principles and tools.

ESII explores the starting point of the social innovators identifying “affirmative topics”
(aspects to develop skills and abilities to improve).

ESII establishes a support agreement.
ESII builds a “support relationship” in order to empower the social innovator in his/her
social innovation process.

ESII has knowledge about innovation team building &
facilitation: aligning around goals, building effective working
relationships, developing effective roles, etc.

ESII demonstrates listening, motivational and appreciative communication skills.
ESII discovers social innovator team’s strengths and capabilities.
ESII diagnoses, with the social innovator, what they need and to discover what solution
is the best.
ESII designs vision, what should goals be doing to achieve on the process and establish
an “agreement".

ESII provides a safe, supportive environment that produces ongoing mutual respect and
trust.

ESII defines socio-emotional competences: Self- awareness,
Social Consciousness, Self-management & Management of
relations.

ESII recognizes our own and the others’ preferences, feelings, states and internal
resources.

ESII explains Open Mind and Positivism.

ESII promotes an Open Mind and Positivism’s attitude.

ESII understands what Serendipity is: occurrence and
development of random events with a positive outcome.

ESII generates Self-confidence or believing in oneself, Initiative & Curiosity &
Perseverance, Ability to make desirable and valuable discoveries by accident.

ESII classifies and describe “social innovators needs” and
expectations according to their archetype, sector, stage of the
idea …

ESII explains the definition of what social innovation and social entrepreneurship are
and differences between them.
ESII explores the starting point analyzing needs/motivation/expectation of the
person/team.
ESII interprets needs of different archetypes of social innovators in order to propose
different methods of incubation.
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ESII uses different tools (“Personas”, “interview guide”, “question ladder”, “empathy
map”, SWOT, “value map”) to develop a deep understanding of the social innovator and
to describe a realistic profile of the social innovator.
ESII organizes an “effective action capability improvement” plan using different tools:
e.g. “learning loop” “change theory”.

ESII applies “emotional intelligence”, accepts and manages negativity and guides the
process and participants towards positivity; manages the relations properly and builds
supporting networks.
ESII empowers users connecting with their strengths, potential and collective wisdom and
feel responsible for their actions and decisions.
ESII manages complex social situation in a changing environmental conditions and
exploring different answer alternatives.
ESII uses openness, creative thinking and improvisation.

ESII inquires appreciatively about needs and expectations.
ESII solves questions and doubts about social innovation, social entrepreneurship, social
value, etc.

ESII identifies social innovators motivation (social problem, the
will change), expectations, social impact/value and
entrepreneurial attitude.

ESII recognizes and interprets the feelings, worries, needs, emotions and perspectives of
the social innovators.

Unit 2

Design a development support plan to build capacities and skills processes.

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII describes lean and agile methodology and tools.

ESII designs and plans effective actions in order to build new capabilities.

ESII knows the “personal business model canvas”.

ESII explains the ““personal business model canvas” in order to develop new
capabilities.

ESII applies the lean startup process diagram and tools.
ESII uses agile methods developing projects.
ESII identifies the individual issues for personal development.
ESII sets long and short term goals as an effective way.

ESII understands the “behavior design model” principles and
tools.

ESII formulates a behavior change plan according the “behavior design model”.
ESII uses different “design thinking” tools.

ESII implements different models and methods of SI Incubation.

ESII builds and develops a personal business model as the logic by which an individual
creates and delivers something valuable to customers — and is paid for doing so.
ESII applies “methodology guides” social innovators through a structured process: Define
your personal business model, Reflect on the current model/envision new possibilities,
Rework the model and Test new model.
ESII applies the “behavior design model” wizard.
ESII instructs social innovators about design thinking approach and tools.

ESII determines design thinking tools.
Unit 3

Monitor and Evaluate the process.

Knowledge

Skills

Competences

ESII identifies basic problem solving and data
collection/analysis tools.
ESII points to the critical measures in a process that
determines success or indicate wrong, mistakes, etc.
ESII understands the improvement methods.
ESII understands how to manage a process using visual
systems and methods.
ESII assesses the process in continual reflection.

ESII has a working knowledge of the assessment tools in the evaluation.
ESII offers relevant feedback to each specific process recognizing strengths as well as
potential growth areas.
ESII provides specific verbal and/or written feedback.

ESII applies appropriate tools simultaneously for process and project.
ESII teaches and develops scientific thinking in others through experiential and
experimental learning.
ESII organizes continuous improvement.
ESII explains visual systems and methods.
ESII asks questions that reveal the information needed for maximum benefit to the
coaching relationship and the client.
ESII assesses adult learner outcomes—utilizes measurable criteria for success.
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